Aesthetic Dermatology
As we get older, our skin starts to show signs of aging. Unfortunately, this is an inevitable part
of the aging process and can be quite a blow to our ego, confidence and self-image. This is
especially true when you start to notice lines around your eyes and mouth. These wrinkles are a
side-effect of your skin losing collagen and elastin, components in the chemical make-up of your
skin responsible for its volume and elasticity.

Wouldn’t you like to look more like a more youthful you again?
Injectable treatments can help smooth your skin and minimize wrinkles and lines or aging.
Injections of the purified protein, Botulinum Toxin A, are used to temporarily block nerve
impulses and weaken the muscles that cause frown lines, worry lines, and crow's feet.

Your unwanted lines fade away within days of treatment, creating a younger and more relaxed
appearance. There is no downtime after receiving injections and results can last up to 4 months.
Our qualified clinicians have a range of facial aesthetic treatments that can help combat these
wrinkles and other signs of aging skin. Whether you wish to smooth away noticeable lines that
appear when you laugh, frown or smile, or those pesky lines that are always on view, we have
treatment options that will help.
Anti-wrinkle injections Our qualified facial aesthetics clinician can prescribe anti-wrinkle
injections. Known by the brand name, Botox and Dysport, these treatments can target muscles
under the skin and block nerve signals. This stops wrinkles that appear through muscle
movement in the face.
Topical and Injectable Peptides The Collagen and Aesthetic peptide - GHK-Cu is a small
naturally occurring tri-peptide copper ion binding complex. GHK-Cu has multiple biological
actions and has established itself as a powerful protective and regenerative ingredient widely
used in skin and hair products.
Facial aesthetic consultations Everyone has a different skin type so we offer facial aesthetic
consultations where we can talk you through which treatments would deliver the best results for
your skin. These consultations are ideal opportunities for us to come up with a treatment plan
that will work best for you.
To arrange a consultation, simply get in touch with us through a phone call (413) 205-1200 or
our website: www.necfunctional medicine.com
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